MYTHBUSTERS 3.0:
BIG PHARMA’S SCARE TACTICS

T

he pharmaceutical industry refuses to acknowledge the impact of escalating drug prices on employers, workers,
and taxpayers or the mounting public pressure for policymakers to take action. Instead, they continue to engage in
scare tactics that divert attention away from the root of the problem – the underlying cost of prescription drugs.
The drug companies set the prices, and transparency legislation simply asks for more information. Period.

But the Fact is…

THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
WANTS YOU TO BELIEVE...

List prices
don’t
matter
because of
discounts
and
rebates.

Rx
transparency
will lead to
pill hoarding,
stockpiling,
and drug
shortages.

✓ Discounts are tied to list prices. Drug companies
agree to price hike protections in only 15% of
contracts. When list prices go up, employers’ and
state purchasers’ discounted prices follow suit.

✓ Drug company rebates are

✓ Even with

discounts,
drug
spending
rose in 2015.

Drug
manufacturers
control
production,
pricing,
inventory, and
distribution for
their products.
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Prescription
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passed on to employers:

75%

of employer plans
receive PBM
rebates.

Specialty Rx
Drugs

SB 1010 price notifications
would go to the payers of
prescription medications – state
purchasers, health plans, and
PBMs. These groups do not take
physical possession of drugs.

Pharmacies, hospitals,
wholesalers, and doctors –
who prescribe, order, store,
and dispense medicines
– would not receive price
notifications.

✓ Rx transparency does not threaten

Notice
and
disclosure
harms
patients
and
innovation.
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The ACA brought
greater transparency
to every other
sector of health care
except one.

AFFORDABLES
DRUG COST

patient safety or innovation.
It would open up the black box,
promoting affordability and
competition.

✓ Advance notice on price increases will arm policymakers and
health care purchasers with the information needed to:
a Negotiate better prices – or shop around.
a Foster competition in a highly protected industry.
a Create collective downward pressure on drug prices – only

the most egregious price hikes would trigger notification.

a Account for drug spending, plan budgets, and set adequate

rates in Medi-Cal, CalPERS, and private coverage.

For more information, please go to www.calhealthplans.org or www.runawayrx.org.
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